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Computer exercise 5: Recursive Least Squares

(RLS)

This computer exercise deals with the RLS algorithm. The example applica-
tion is adaptive channel equalization, which has been introduced in compu-
ter exercise 2. A description can be found in Haykin, edition 4, chapter 5.7,
pp. 285-291, (edition 3: chapter 9.7, pp. 412-421), Computer Experiment on
Adaptive Equalization (using the LMS algorithm). In this exercise you should
compare the RLS algorithm and the LMS algorithm. An implementation of
the LMS algorithm can be downloaded form the course web page, computer
exercise 2.

Computer exercise 5.1 The RLS update equations are given by

k(n) =
λ−1P(n − 1)u(n)

1 + λ−1uH(n)P(n − 1)u(n)

ξ(n) = d(n) − ŵ(n − 1)u(n)

ŵ(n) = ŵ(n − 1) + k(n)ξ∗(n)

P(n) = λ−1P(n − 1) − λ−1k(n)uH(n)P(n − 1) .

Create a function in Matlab that takes an input vector u and a reference
signal d, both of length N , and calculates the error xi for all time instants.

function [xi,w]=rls(lambda,M,u,d,delta)

% Recursive Least Squares

% Call:

% [xi,w]=rls(lambda,M,u,d,delta);

%

% Input arguments:

% lambda = forgetting factor, dim 1x1

% M = filter length, dim 1x1

% u = input signal, dim Nx1

% d = desired signal, dim Nx1

% delta = initial value, P(0)=delta^-1*I, dim 1x1

%

% Output arguments:

% xi = a priori estimation error, dim Nx1

% w = final filter coefficients, dim Mx1

Use ŵ(0) = [0, 0, ..., 0]T as initial values for the filter coefficients. For the
initial value of the inverse matrix P(0) choose a diagonal matrix with the
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value δ−1 on the main diagonal. In Matlab this is done by P=eye(M)/delta;,
where eye returns an identity matrix of size M . Mind the correct order of
u(n) = [u(n), u(n − 1), ..., u(n − M + 1)]T ! In Matlab this is best done by
uvec=u(n:-1:(n-M+1)), where uvec corresponds to u(n) and u is required
to be a column vector.

Computer exercise 5.2 Verify that your algorithm works correctly by iden-
tifying a short FIR filter, as shown in the figure below.
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The filter to be identified is characterized by its impulse response h(n) =
{1, 1
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}. Use white Gaussian noise that you filter by h(n) in order to

obtain the desired signal d(n). Perform the following steps in Matlab

% filter coefficients

h=0.5.^[0:4]’;

% generate input signal

u=randn(1000,1);

% generate desired signal by filtering

d=conv(h,u);

% RLS

[xi,w]=rls(1,5,u,d,0.005);

Compare the final filter coefficients (w) obtained by the RLS algorithm with
the filter that it should identify (h). If the coefficients are equal, your RLS
algorithm is correct.

Note that in the current example there is no noise source influencing the
driving noise u(n). Furthermore, the length of the adaptive filter M corre-
sponds to the length of the FIR-filter to be identified. Therefore the error
e(n) tends towards zero.
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Computer exercise 5.3 Now you should follow the example in Haykin,
edition 4: chapter 9.8, pp. 454-457, edition 3: chapter 13.7, pp. 580-583, Com-
puter Experiment on Adaptive Equalization (using the RLS algorithm), and
reproduce the result. Below are some hints that will simplify the implemen-
tation.

A Bernoulli sequence is a random binary sequence. We use the symbols “+1”
and “-1”, where both occur with probability 1

2
. In Matlab, such a sequence

is generated by

% Bernoulli sequence of length N

x=2*round(rand(N,1))-1;

A learning curve is generated by taking the mean of the squared error e2(n)
over several realizations of an ensemble, i.e.,

J(n) =
1

K

K∑

k=1

ξ2
k
(n) , n = 0, ..., N − 1

where ξk(n) is the a priori estimation error at time instant n for the k-th
realization, and K is the number of realizations to be considered. In order
to plot J(n) with a logarithmic scale on the vertical axis, use the command
semilogy. How does the eigenvalue spread influence the adaptation beha-
viour?

Computer exercise 5.4 Now you should compare the LMS and the RLS
algorithm for W = 3.1 and σ2

v
= 0.001. Start with calculating the error of

the optimal Wiener filter solution, Jmin, using wiener (from computer exer-
cise 2). Determine the learning curves of the LMS with step size µ = 0.075,
and the RLS with an exponential forgetting factor λ = 1 and initial value
δ = 0.004. Use K = 200 realizations and N = 1000 samples for the learning
curve.

Plot both curves in the same figure, together with Jmin as follows:

h1=semilogy([1:N],J_lms,’-’,[1:N],J_rls,’-’,...

[1 N],[Jmin Jmin],’--’);

legend(h1,{’LMS’,’RLS’,’J_{min}’},0);

What is your conclusion concerning the misadjustment M = Jex(∞)
Jmin

of the
RLS?
What is your conclusion concerning the adaptation behaviour of the RLS
compared to the LMS?
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Computer exercise 5.5 Repeat the previous assignment, using an expo-
nential forgetting factor of λ = 0.9 instead.

What is your conclusion concerning the misadjustment M of the RLS?
Which exponential forgetting factor yields M = 0?

Computer exercise 5.6 If there is time, consider the experiment in chap-
ter 9.8, point 2 (edition 3: chapter 13.7, point 2).

The RLS converges faster than LMS if the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) is
strong. Convergence is reached after 2M iterations, where M is the filter
length. The eigenvalue spread does not influence the convergence behaviour
of the RLS. For λ = 1 the RLS does not exhibit a misadjustment, i.e., the
MSE of the a priori-error converges to Jmin. Note that this holds only for
λ = 1! If the signal is non stationary, the algorithm can adapt to changes in
the signal’s statistic if 0 << λ < 1 .

Program Code

RLS

function [xi,w]=rls(lambda,M,u,d,delta)

% Recursive Least Squares

% Call:

% [xi,w]=rls(lambda,M,u,d,delta);

%

% Input arguments:

% lambda = forgetting factor, dim 1x1

% M = filter length, dim 1x1

% u = input signal, dim Nx1

% d = desired signal, dim Nx1

% delta = initial value, P(0)=delta^-1*I, dim 1x1

%

% Output arguments:

% xi = a priori estimation error, dim Nx1

% w = final filter coefficients, dim Mx1

% inital values

w=zeros(M,1);

P=eye(M)/delta;
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% make sure that u and d are column vectors

u=u(:);

d=d(:);

% input signal length

N=length(u);

% error vector

xi=d;

% Loop, RLS

for n=M:N

uvec=u(n:-1:n-M+1);

k=lambda^(-1)*P*uvec/(1+lambda^(-1)*uvec’*P*uvec);

xi(n)=d(n)-w’*uvec;

w=w+k*conj(xi(n));

P=lambda^(-1)*P-lambda^(-1)*k*uvec’*P;

end

Optimal filter

function [Jmin,R,p,wo]=wiener(W,sigmav2);

%WIENER Returns R and p, together with the Wiener filter

% solution and Jmin for computer exercise 2.4.

%

% Call:

% [Jmin,R,p,wo]=wiener(W,sigmav2);

%

% Input arguments:

% W =eigenvalue spread, dim 1x1

% sigmav2 =variance of the additive noise

% source, dim 1x1

%

% Output arguments:

% Jmin =minimum MSE obtained by the Wiener

% filter, dim 1x1

% R =autocorrelation matrix, dim 11x11

% p =cross-correlation vector, dim 11x1

% wo =optimal filter, dim 11x1

%

% Choose the remaining parameters according to
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% Haykin chapter 9.7.

%filter coefficients h1,h2,h3

h1=1/2*(1+cos(2*pi/W*(1-2)));

h2=1/2*(1+cos(2*pi/W*(2-2)));

h3=1/2*(1+cos(2*pi/W*(3-2)));

%variance of driving noise

sigmax2=1;

%theoretical autocorrelation matrix R 11x11

R=sigmax2*toeplitz([h1^2+h2^2+h3^2,...

h1*h2+h2*h3,h1*h3,zeros(1,8)])+sigmav2*eye(11);

%theoretical cross-correlation vector p 11x1

p=sigmax2*[zeros(4,1);h3;h2;h1;zeros(4,1)];

%Wiener filter

wo=R\p;

%Jmin

Jmin=sigmax2-p’*wo;
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